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the Federal Reserve System, at the 2023 International Journal of Central Banking 
conference, Dublin, Ireland, 22 June 2023.  

* * *

Thank you, Gabriel, and thank you to the Central Bank of Ireland (CBI) for hosting this 
year's conference. From the outside, central banking can look like the work of individual 
policymakers, parsing the data and making the hard decisions. In truth, it is a team 
effort of many people, and that has also been true for editing the International Journal of 

(IJCB) and putting together this conference. I have a long list of people Central Banking 
to thank who did the lion's share of that work during the year that I have served as 
managing editor. But first, for those who may not know it, let me review the history of 
the journal and touch on what this conference will address.

In the summer of 2004, the Bank for International Settlements (BIS), the European 
Central Bank, and the Group of Ten central banks agreed to support the development 
of a new publication focused on the theory and practice of central banking. There was 
no shortage of research on central banking, and, indeed, central bankers themselves 
did and continue to publish peer-reviewed research in leading journals, not to mention 
many working papers published by central banks and other outlets. This work was 
prevalent, but there was a sense that there lacked a place for scholarly research that 
focused exclusively on central banking and could serve as a forum for the community of 
central bankers around the world. The creation of the International Journal of Central 
Banking filled this deficit. The primary objectives of the IJCB are to widely disseminate 
the best policy-relevant and applied research on central banking and to promote 
communication among researchers inside and outside central banks. We do this with 
publication of the journal, which will now be coming out six times a year, and with the 
added attention of this conference, which presents research on timely policy topics. 
With the possible exception of myself, the journal has attracted distinguished managing 
editors, including my colleagues from the Federal Reserve and my immediate 
predecessor, Luc Laeven from the European Central Bank. We have the strong support 
now of 55 sponsoring institutions, including the CBI and the Bank of Canada, which 
hosted last year's conference.

In 2022, we chose the theme for this year's conference based on events very much on 
the minds of central bankers: "Global Supply Shocks, Trade Frictions, and Inflation." 
Global and sectoral supply shocks over the past few years have had significant effects 
on trade, economic activity, and inflation, and they figured prominently in monetary 
policymaking. The effects of these shocks have varied across different economies, but 
a common theme is elevated inflation. The current economic environment has raised 
several policy questions that the papers presented here attempt to answer. These are 
questions that policymakers, including those of here today, must grapple with, even 
when the answers are far from apparent. Academic research provides insights into 
these questions and possible answers, ways to analyze the data, and the foundations 
for testing theories with economic models.
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The papers presented here today and tomorrow are ideal examples of the kind of work 
that can help policymakers do their jobs better, and can facilitate sharing knowledge 
around the world. We have sessions on inflation, of course, and supply chain 
disruptions, and optimal monetary policy, and the important topic of uncertainty, which 
central bankers to some extent always face.

Before we get to those presentations, and what I hope will be vigorous discussions, let 
me recognize several people who made this event possible. Assisting Governor 
Makhlouf at the CBI in organizing this conference has been Daragh Clancy. Daragh and 
Robert Kelly at the CBI worked with a subset of IJCB editors to review the papers, but 
let me mention all of those editors, including Klaus Adam, Tobias Adrian, Huberto 
Ennis, Refet Gürkaynak, Òscar Jordà, Keith Kuester, Elena Loutskina, Robin 
Lumsdaine, Fernanda Nechio, and Steven Ongena. This conference and the day-to-day 
smooth running of the journal couldn't be accomplished without the editorial team at the 
BIS and the Board of Governors as well as Kommaly Dias and Grace Chuan from my 
staff. And, finally, a big thank you to my adviser Jane Ihrig, who does so much for me 
and who worked very, very hard to oversee the process at IJCB for this past year.

And with that, I will step away from the microphone and put the spotlight where it should 
be, on the scholars presenting their work today. Thank you, and I believe Daragh has a 
few words to get us started.
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